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Social responsibility is a key factor that could result in success and achieving great benefits for supply
chains. Responsiveness and reliability are important social responsibility measures for consumers and
all stakeholders that strategists and company managers should be concerned about them in long-term
planning horizon. Although, presence of uncertainties as an intrinsic part of supply chains could
adversely affect the best set plans by field experts. Accordingly, uncertainty of parameters and
uncertainties caused by disruptions should be regarded in planning process of networks to prevent
unpredictable negative consequences of such uncertainties for all echelons of supply chain. Based on
enumerated matters, the aim of this paper is to design a reliable multi-echelon closed loop supply chain
network model that maximizes social responsibility while minimizing fixed establishing and variable
processing costs of network design. To cope with uncertainty of parameters, stochastic programming is
applied and an effective reliable modelling method is employed to appropriately control unpleasant
economic impacts of disruptions. Notably, an efficient robust programming method is applied to give
the decision makers the capability to control level of risk-averseness of decisions while modelling
uncertain parameters. Finally, the proposed model is solved and its outputs are analyzed on the basis of
generated test problems which shows correct performance and applicability of extended model in real
world problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Supply chain networks consist of many different echelons
that their performance is closely dependent on each other.
Their coordinated operation could significantly help to
improving service level and lowering the costs [1, 2].
Mission of supply chain managers is to locate facilities in
different echelons of network and allocate flow of
products between facilities in a way that the desired goals
are achieved [3]. However, incidence of disruptions as a
main source of uncertainty in supply chain networks could
drastically disturb harmonic performance of supply chain
members [4]. Disruptions are natural and manmade
disasters such as earthquake, flood and terroristic attacks
that are unpredictable events and out of human beings
control [5]. Therefore, extending models that are capable
*Corresponding Author’s Email: hamidieh@tpnu.ac.ir (A. Hamidieh)

of efficiently controlling disruptions effects could be
regarded as a long term competitive advantage.
Numerous methods have been developed by
researchers to control adverse effects of disruptions.
Snyder and Daskin [6] extended a bi-objective, two
echelon model minimizing total costs of network design
aside while minimizing additional transportation costs
caused by disruptions strike. Peng et al. [7] applied a
scenario-based approach called p-robustness and bounded
added disruption costs by a predefined percent. They
applied genetic algorithm to solve proposed model owing
to its complexity. Vahdani et al. [8] employed method
extended by Snyder and Daskin [6] to model and cope
with disruptions effects in a closed loop supply chain
network. They proposed a hybrid multi-objective
programming method by using robust optimization and
fuzzy programming approaches to solve the presented biobjective model. Hatefi et al. [9] extended a reliable model
by application of p-robustness method. They applied fuzzy
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programming method to model uncertainty of input
parameters. Fereiduni and Hamzehee [10] presented a Probust reliable programming model for humanitarian relief
supply chain. They have assumed that the country affected
by disruptions strike manages global aids and distributes
global aids via internal distribution centers. They have
extended a bi-objective programming model that
minimizes unsatisfied demand of zones aside while
minimizing total cost of distribution relief commodities.
Notably, extended models have some deficiencies. Firstly,
in most of researches it is assumed that disruptions ruin
the whole processing capacity of facilities [6, 11].
However, partial disruption is probable. Also, capacity of
facilities are disregarded in extended models in reliable
supply chain design scope [6, 7, 12]. The other important
point is that extending a general model that includes all
forward and backward echelons is disregarded in literature
[12].
Uncertainty of input parameters in such problems is
another important issue that should be managed and
planned carefully. Supply chain management includes a
wide range of uncertain parameters such as demand,
capacity of facilities and costs. Fluctuation of these
parameters could significantly affect long term plan of
companies and cause high economical risks for investors
[13, 14]. Notable point is that stochastic-scenario based
models applied to model disruptions have disregarded
uncertainty of parameters that is a significant deficiency in
extended models [5, 8]. Also, some researchers have
employed fuzzy programming approach to cope with
uncertainty of parameters in reliable network design
scope. However, these methods are unable to control riskaverseness of decisions with regard to value of uncertain
parameters [5, 15, 16]. It is useful to extend a robust
reliable stochastic programming method that is capable of
modelling uncertain parameters and controlling riskaversion of outputs based on decision makers’ opinion.
Cost minimization or profit maximization are
common objectives used in extended models in reliable
supply chain design scope. Other applied objectives are
minimization of additional costs made by disruptions [6,
17]. Although, caring about social responsibility or
responsiveness aside with minimization of costs could
help to improve social position of companies and
profitability of organizations [18]. Social responsibility is
related to activities of companies that affect people’s lives
and natural environment. One of the most important
aspects of social responsibility is responsiveness and
reliability of network [19]. Modelling reliable supply
chains could result in attraction of competitors’ market
share and increasing customers’ loyalty.
Regarding enumerated matters, the aim of this paper is
to design a reliable closed loop supply chain network that
differs from other available researches is as follows:
Designing a reliable bi-objective model maximizing
social responsibility aside with minimization of network
design costs

Extending a general closed loop supply chain
consisting of different echelons of forward and backward
networks that is applicable in most of industrial cases
Presenting a model capable of modelling partial and
complete disruption of facilities while considering
capacity of facilities
Proposing
a
hybrid
robust
scenario-based
programming model that models uncertainty of parameters
and is able to control risk-aversion level of output
decisions by applying an efficient robust programming
method
Remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Precise problem definition and main assumptions related
to extended model and also Indices, parameters and
decision variables required to model extended network are
provided aside with model formulation and its
comprehensive description in Section 2. Effective robust
programming model that is capable of adjusting riskaverseness level of output decisions based on decision
makers’ preferences is introduced in Section 3. Generated
test problems and analysis of outputs of the proposed
model are presented in Section 4. Section 5 isdevoted to
future research guidelines, conclusions about proposed
model and some managerial proposals.
2.
PROBLEM
FORMULATION

DEFINITION

AND

MODEL

Our multi-echelon closed loop supply chain includes some
different facilities in forward and backward directions of
supply chain concurrently. As it is illustrated in Figure 1,
raw materials are transported to manufacturing plants to
produce final products in forward direction of network.
Then, they are delivered to customer zones by storage or
in other words distribution centers. In backward direction,
end-of-life or damaged products are sent to
collection/inspection centers. Some of the returned
products are useless and harmful. Therefore, they should
be safely disposed. In this regard, they are transferred to
disposal centers. Also, some products are capable of
refurbishment and they are transported to refurbishing
centers. Refurbished products are sent to distribution
centers for redistribution to customer zones as new final
products. A part of returned products are not usable, but
they are recoverable. This type of products is transferred
to recycling centers to recover their raw materials. Gained
raw materials are sent to plants and second customer
zones. Noteworthy, recycling of raw materials has positive
environmental impact beside positive economic gains.
Also, it could improve customer loyalty owing to making
better competitive position among competitors by
considering environmental and natural resources issues.
As supply chains are in danger of disruptions, a
reliable network design model should be extended.
Accordingly, it is assumed that production factories as
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Figure 1. Proposed closed loop supply chain network
structure

main role players of supply chains are affected by
disruptions. Some scenarios are defined that assign
percent of disrupted capacity and determines probability
of each scenario. Possible percent of lost capacity of
facilities owing to disruptions strike would be
determined based on opinion of field experts and
company managers regarding different disruption
scenarios. In other words, at each scenario, different
disruption influences would be modelled based on
prediction and experience of company decision makers.
These scenarios help to design a closed loop supply
chain that performs well in front of disruptions by
lowest cost. In this method, plants should be opened in a
way that cause less production and transportation costs
and lowest lost capacity based on the total defined
scenarios.
The other important point is that reliability of
transportation modes is regarded and maximized to deliver
and recover products in the fastest way and make a
responsive supply chain to design a network that pays
attention to social responsibility factors. In this regard, it is
assumed that there are some transportation modes between
consecutive echelons of supply chain network that more
reliable ones need more investments or transportation
costs. There are some reasons that reliability ratio between
different echelons of supply chain network should be
different. First of all, transportation modes that could be
used among consecutive echelons of network are not the
same. In this regard, using all transportation modes is not
possible because of climate of different regions of
countries. For example, in some regions owing to presence
of mountains using train is more reliable and cheaper than
other transportation modes and accordingly using big
trucks for transferring products via mountainous roads is
very hard or impossible. The other important point is that
reliability of transportation modes in all regions is not the
same. In other words, working stability and durability of
using transportation modes would be different regarding
climate of different regions of countries. It should be
noted that all echelons of networks including forward and
reverse echelons affect responsiveness of network.
Therefore, reliability of transportation modes between all
consecutive echelons of network should be maximized as
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an objective of supply chain network design. With regard
to the alluded matters, increasing reliability would be in
conflict with cost objective that their output value should
be balanced based on the opinion of field experts and
company decision makers.
Based on the enumerated matters, the following
assumptions are regarded to extend closed loop supply
chain model:
Forward supply chain works in pull mechanism and
backward performs in push mechanism.
Demand of customers and second hand product
customer should be completely satisfied.
Number and location of customers, suppliers,
refurbishing centers, disposal centers and second hand
customer zones is predetermined.
All returned products should be collected and
inspected by collection/inspection centers.
Some scenarios are defined to model uncertainty of
parameters (i.e. demand) and percent of disrupted capacity
caused by disruptions.
Extended network is single product and shortage is
not allowed.
Notably, the main aim of extended network is to
determine product flow and employed transportation mode
between consecutive echelons of supply chain network.
Also, it aims to locate plants, distribution and recycling
centers and specify number of opened facilities and their
corresponding assigned capacity level. These matters
would be done based on thevbalance between cost
minimization objective and reliability maximization.
The following nomenclatures should be rendered to
formulate the model.
Indices:
I
J
L
K
R
N
M
O
P
Z
T
Q
B
S

Index of suppliers (i=1,…,I)
Index of plants (j=1,…,J)
Index of distribution centers (l=1,…,L)
Index of customer zones (k=1,…,K)
Index of second hand customer zones (r=1,…,R)
Index of refurbishing centers (n=1,…,N)
Index of collection/inspection centers (m=1,…,M)
Index of recycling centers (o=1,…,O)
Index of disposal centers (p=1,…,P)
Index of capacity levels of plants (z=1,…,Z)
Index of capacity levels of distribution centers (t=1,…,T)
Index of capacity levels of recycling centers (q=1,…,Q)
Index of transportation modes (b=1,…,B)
Index of scenarios (s=1,…,S)

Parameters:
𝐹𝐽𝑗𝑧
𝐹𝐿𝑙𝑡
𝐹𝑂𝑜𝑞
𝐶𝐼𝑖
𝐶𝐽𝑗

Fixed cost of establishing a factory at potential
location j with capacity level z
Fixed cost of establishing a distribution center at
potential location l with capacity level t
Fixed cost of establishing a recycling center at
potential location o with capacity level q
Cost of purchasing each unit of raw material from
supplier i
Production cost each unit of final product at factory
j
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𝐶𝐿𝑙
𝐶𝑀𝑁𝑚
𝐶𝑀𝑂𝑚
𝐶𝑀𝑃𝑚
𝐶𝑁𝐿𝑛
𝐶𝑂𝑜
𝐶𝑃𝑝
𝑇𝐼𝐽𝑖𝑗𝑏
𝑇𝐽𝐿𝑗𝑙𝑏
𝑇𝐿𝐾𝑙𝑘𝑏
𝑇𝐾𝑀𝑘𝑚𝑏
𝑇𝑀𝑁𝑚𝑛𝑏
𝑇𝑀𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑏
𝑇𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑏
𝑇𝑁𝐿𝑛𝑙𝑏
𝑇𝑂𝐽𝑜𝑗𝑏
𝑇𝑂𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑏
𝐷𝑅𝑟
𝐷𝐸𝑘
𝜁𝑘
𝛼1
𝛼2
𝛼3
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑗𝑗𝑧
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑡
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑞
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑚𝑚
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Holding cost of each unit of product at distribution
center l
Processing and packaging cost of each unit of
product for recovery at collection center m
Processing and packaging cost of each unit of
product for refurbishing at collection center m
Processing and packaging cost of each unit of
product for disposal at collection center m
Refurbishment cost of each unit of product at
refurbishing center n
Recycling cost of each unit of product at recycling
center o
Disposal cost of each unit of product at disposal
center p
Transferring cost per unit of raw material from
supplier i to factory j using transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
factory j to distribution center l using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
distribution center l to customer zone k using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
customer zone k to collection center m using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
collection center m to refurbishing center n using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
collection center m to recycling center o using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
collection center m to disposal center p using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of final product from
refurbishing center n to distribution center l using
transportation mode b
Transferring cost per unit of raw material from
recycling center o to factory j using transportation
mode b
Transferring cost per unit of raw material from
factory j to second customer zone r using
transportation mode b
Demand of second customer zone r
Demand of customer zone k
Percent of returned End-Of-Life products at
customer zone k
Percent of returned products to each collection
center that should be disposed
Percent of returned products to each collection
center that should be recycled
Percent of returned products to each collection
center that should be refurbished
Maximum production capacity of factory j
established with capacity level z
Maximum storage capacity of distribution center l
established with capacity level t
Maximum product recycling capacity of recycling
center o established with capacity level q
Maximum capacity of supplier i for providing raw
material for factories
Maximum product processing capacity of
collection center m

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑛𝑛
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑗𝑠
𝐴𝑠
𝑅𝐼𝐽𝑖𝑗𝑏
𝑅𝐽𝐿𝑗𝑙𝑏
𝑅𝐿𝐾𝑙𝑘𝑏
𝑅𝐾𝑀𝑘𝑚𝑏
𝑅𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑏
𝑅𝑀𝑁𝑚𝑛𝑏
𝑅𝑁𝐿𝑛𝑙𝑏
𝑅𝑀𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑏
𝑅𝑂𝐽𝑜𝑗𝑏
𝑅𝑂𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑏

Maximum product recovery capacity of
refurbishing center n
Maximum product safe disposal capacity of
disposal center p
Percentage of disrupted capacity of plant j at
scenario s
Probability of scenario s
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of raw material form
supplier i to factory j
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final product form factory
j to distribution center l
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final product form
distribution center l to customer zone l
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final returned product
form customer zone k to collection center m
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final returned product
form collection center m to disposal center p
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final returned product
form collection center m to refurbishing center n
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of recovered final product
form refurbishing center n to distribution center l
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of final returned product
form collection center m to recycling center o
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of recycled raw material
form recycling center o to factory j
Reliability ratio of using transportation mode b for
transferring each unit of recycled raw material
form recycling center o to second customer zone r

Decision variables:
𝑋𝐽𝑗𝑧
𝑋𝐿𝑙𝑡
𝑋𝑂𝑜𝑞
𝑉𝐼𝐽𝑖𝑗𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝐽𝐿𝑗𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝐿𝐾𝑙𝑘𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝐾𝑀𝑘𝑚𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝑀𝑁𝑚𝑛𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝑀𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑠

1: If a factory is established at potential location
j with capacity level z; 0: otherwise
1: If a distribution center is established at
potential location l with capacity level t; 0:
otherwise
1: If a recycling center is established at potential
location o with capacity level q; 0: otherwise
Number of transferred raw material from
supplier i to factory j using transportation mode
b at scenario s
Number of transferred final products from
factory j to distribution center l using
transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final products from
distribution center l to customer zone k using
transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final returned products
from customer zone k to collection center m
using transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final returned products
collection center m to refurbishing center n
using transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final returned products
from collection center m to recycling center o
using transportation mode b at scenario s
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Number of transferred final returned products
from collection center m to disposal center p
using transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final recovered products
from refurbishing center n to distribution center
l using transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final recycled raw
material from recycling center o to factory j
using transportation mode b at scenario s
Number of transferred final recycled raw
material from recycling center o to second
customer zone r using transportation mode b at
scenario s

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝑁𝐿𝑛𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑉𝑂𝐽𝑜𝑗𝑏𝑠

𝑉𝑂𝑅𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑠

Described closed loop supply chain regarding problem
definition and nomenclatures is formulated as follows:
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(8)

(24)

i, j, b, s, l , k , m, p, o, n, r
Objective function (1) minimizes total costs of
network including fixed opening and variable processing
costs. The first three terms of this objective function are
related to fix opening costs of plants, distribution and
recycling centers, respectively. The remaining terms are
concerned with total weighted variable processing costs
at different echelons of network and also transportation
costs between consecutive echelons of designed supply
chain network. Variable processing costs include cost of
buying raw materials from suppliers, production cost at
plants, holding cost at distribution centers, collection and
inspection cost at collection centers, end-of- life product
recovery, recycling and disposal cost. Objective function
(2) maximizes social responsibility of network regarding
total weighted reliability of transportation vehicles
employed between consecutive echelons of network.
Constraints (3) and (4) assure that demand of customer
zones and second customer zones should be fully met. In
this regard, back-order and shortage of product at
customer zones are not authorized. Constraint (5) is
associated with full collection of returned products from
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different customer zones via collection centers.
Constraints (6)-(12) guarantees flow balance at different
echelons of supply chain regarding factories, distribution,
collection, refurbishing and recycling centers,
respectively. Notably, a predetermined percent of
returned products would be sent to refurbishing,
recycling and disposal centers that total amount of
recycled, refurbished and disposed products would be
equal to collected products from customer zones (i.e.,
𝛼1 + 𝛼2 + 𝛼3 = 1). Constraints (13)-(19) prohibit
capacity violation related to factories, distribution,
recycling, suppliers, collection, and disposal centers,
respectively. At each predefined scenario, a percent or
whole capacity of production factories could be
disrupted. Constraints (20)-(22) assures that at most one
capacity level could be opened for production factories,
distribution and recycling centers, respectively.
Constraints (23) and (24) present binary and positive
decision variables, respectively.
3. EXTENDED REALISTIC ROBUST PROGRAMMING
MODEL
Robust programming models seek to achieve risk-averse
outcome decisions [20]. There some types of robust
programming methods called hard worst-case, semi worstcase and realistic robust programming [18, 21]. Hard
worst case robust programming methods immune output
decisions against all kinds of uncertainties including
uncertainty of parameters in objective function and
constraints. In other words, all uncertain parameters would
be regarded with their worst possible value in extended
model [22, 23]. Semi worst-case robust programming
approach optimizes objective function based on worst
value of uncertain parameters [24-26]. However, uncertain
parameters of constraints have flexibility and their
satisfaction level should be determined based on opinion
of field experts [27-29]. Realistic robust programming
methods are capable adjusting level of conservatism in
objective function and constraints. Hard worst-case and
semi worst-case robust programming methods are specific
cases of realistic robust programming method that level of
conservatism in objective function and constraints are set
on their highest level. Regarding enumerated matters,
extending a hybrid robust realistic programming method
could be helpful because it could be converted into other
robust programming methods by some minor
justifications. To model uncertain parameters following
compact model (25) is presented.
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑧 = 𝑐𝑥 + 𝑓𝑦,
𝒔. 𝒕. 𝐴𝑥 ≥ 𝑑
𝐵𝑥 = 𝑙
𝐸𝑥 ≤ ℎ
𝑥 ≥ 0 𝑦 ∈ {0,1}

(25)

Parameters c and f are uncertain parameters of objective
function representing processing and fixed opening costs
of facilities, respectively. Parameters d, l and h are
uncertain parameters of constraints that correspond to
demand, quantity of returned products and capacity of
facilities, respectively. Parameters A, B and E are certain
variable coefficients. Variables x and y are representative
of positive flow variables and binary facility opening
variables, respectively.
To extend realistic robust programming model by
applying robust programming method proposed by
Pishvaee et al. [30] and Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [31] it is
assumed that value of all uncertain parameters could be
fluctuated in a predefined interval called as uncertainty
box. As an example, uncertainty box of parameter 𝜗 could
be defined as follows.
|𝜗 − 𝜗̅| ≤ αθ

(26)

where parameter 𝜗̅ is representative of nominal value of
uncertain parameter (i.e., 𝜗). Parameter 𝜃 is representative
of possible violation of uncertain parameter 𝜗 from its
nominal value called uncertainty scale. Parameter α called
as uncertainty level controls level of conservatism or riskaverseness of outcome decisions (i.e., 𝛼 ≥ 0). Increasing
value of uncertainty level results in risk-averse
performance of model and lowering it to its minimum
value would increase level of optimistic decision making.
In proposed model, worst case would happen whenever
deviations of uncertain parameter 𝜗 from its nominal
value is equal to 𝛼𝜃. Notably, uncertainty scale constrains
maximum value of violation of uncertain parameters.
Also, uncertainty level enables decision makers to control
level of risk-aversion of output decisions based on their
preference. Regarding introduced uncertainty box and by
aid of robust programming method proposed by Pishvaee
et al. [30], robust realistic model could be presented as
follows.
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑧
𝒔. 𝒕.

(𝑐𝑥 + 𝜃) + (𝑓𝑦 + 𝜌) ≤ 𝑧

∆𝛾𝑥 ≤ 𝜃
∆𝛾𝑥 ≥ −𝜃
𝜔𝜕𝑦 ≤ 𝜌
𝜔𝜕𝑦 ≥ −𝜌

(27)

𝐴𝑥 ≥ 𝑑 + 𝜋𝜖
𝐵𝑥 ≥ 𝑙 − 𝜑𝜎
𝐵𝑥 ≤ 𝑙 + 𝜑𝜎
𝐸𝑥 ≤ ℎ − 𝛿𝛽
𝑥, 𝜃, 𝜌 ≥ 0

𝑦 ∈ {0,1}

where parameters ∆, 𝜔, 𝜋, 𝜑 and 𝛿 are representative of
uncertainty level and parameters 𝛾, 𝜕, 𝜖, 𝜎 and 𝛽
correspond to uncertainty scale of. Positive variables 𝜃
and 𝜌 are auxiliary variables that add deviations of
uncertain parameters to objective function.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
To evaluate the accuracy of extended bi-objective robust
model, a test problem is randomly generated. The aim of
generating one test problem is testing and analyzing
accurate and effective performance of the extended model.
Intervals employed for generating nominal value of model
parameters are presented in Table 1. By considering these
points, accurate performance of multi-objective robust
model is analyzed via applying epsilon-constraint method.
In this approach, each objective would be regarded as the
main objective and model would be solved to find optimal
value of each objective function considering all
constraints. Then, optimal decision variables achieved by
solving cost minimization objective would be put in
responsiveness objective to find its worst value. Interval
between best and worst value of responsiveness objective
would be divided into some parts and objective would be
added to constraints as epsilon-constraint. The right hand
side of constraint would be changed between best and
worst values. Increasing responsiveness would result in
cost enhancement and vice versa. If noted matter
appeared, it means that objectives are conflicting. The
results of applying epsilon-constraint method are
presented in Table 2.
As it is obviously understood from results presented in
Table 2, objective functions are performing in conflicting
manner.
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Increasing responsiveness objective has led to cost
maximization.
Increasing responsiveness level in epsilon-constraint
has led to opening of more facilities and network
decentralization. Network decentralization helps to using
faster transportation modes aside with increasing total
network costs. Noted matters approves correct
performance of proposed robust realistic stochastic
programming model.
To show risk-averse performance of extended
reliable stochastic programming model, it is solved under
nominal data regarding different uncertainty levels (i.e.
0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1). Model is solved regarding cost
minimization and responsiveness maximization objectives
as main objective and results corresponding to each
objective function is rendered in Figures 2 and 3,
respectively.

TABLE 1. Data generation interval of uncertain parameters
Parameter

Random parameter generation interval

𝐷𝐸𝑘

~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(400,700)

𝐷𝑅𝑟

~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(100,250)

𝐹𝐽𝑗𝑧

~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(2000000,5000000)

𝐹𝐿𝑙𝑡

~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(250000,400000)

𝐹𝑂𝑜𝑞

~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(1500000,2300000)

TABLE 2. Results of comparing objective function by epsilon-constraint method
Uncertainty level 0.4

Uncertainty level 0.75

Uncertainty level 1

Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 1

Objective 2

1

28759462

542360

36253699

823521

40538714

1120834

2

32235426

584263

37981326

862461

43556214

1146389

3

33875461

637591

39643186

903235

44875391

1215827

4

35452178

698254

42683756

947159

47251623

1256480

5

36875147

723963

43256112

967411

49843682

1294526

6

38759681

875678

46526791

1007214

50002385

1354214

4.50E+07
4.00E+07
3.50E+07
3.00E+07
2.50E+07
2.00E+07
1.50E+07
1.00E+07
5.00E+06
0.00E+00
0.2

0.5

0.7

1

Uncertainty level

Figure 2. Graphical representation of cost objective function
under different uncertainty levels

Responsiveness objective

Cost objective function

Interval

1.60E+06
1.40E+06
1.20E+06
1.00E+06
8.00E+05
6.00E+05
4.00E+05
2.00E+05
0.00E+00
0.2

0.5

0.7

1

Uncertainty level

Figure 3. Graphical representation of responsiveness objective
function under different uncertainty levels
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To compare the robust and deterministic models and
showing better performance of robust model against
deterministic one, they are solved in this section. The
deterministic model is solved under nominal data and
robust model is solved based on uncertainty levels 0.4,
0.75 and 1. Then, each uncertain parameter is realized
based on extreme points of uncertain parameters. Extreme
point of uncertain parameters are their lower and upper
bound regarding nominal value of parameter. Realization
of uncertain parameters includes generating uniform
random numbers between extreme points of each
uncertain
parameter
(i.e.,
~[nominal valu −
αθ, nominal valu + αθ]). Then, random generated value
of parameters are put in the deterministic model and
optimal output decision variables of each solved model
would be put in deterministic model. Notable point is that
some of constraints would be violated and some auxiliary
variables are defined for constraints including uncertain
parameters. A predefined penalty would be regarded for
each unit of constraint violation in objective function.
Then, each model would be solved under five realizations.
The results of deterministic model that include violations
would be compared based on mean and standard
deviation. The model with lower mean and standard
deviation would be better preforming one in comparison
to other model. As robustness of cost objective is
important for most of the companies, robustness of
responsiveness objective function is disregarded in this
section. The result of realizations and solving models are
presented in Table 3.
As it could be seen in Table 3, robust stochastic
programming model performs better than deterministic
model based on both measures (i.e. mean value and
standard deviation). Increasing uncertainty level has led to
better performance of robust model owing to its fully riskaverse adjustment. In other words, when model works in
fully risk-averse manner, there is no chance of constraint
violation and accordingly total violation penalties would
be equal to zero. Therefore, mean and standard deviation
of fully risk-averse robust model would be significantly
better than deterministic model. It should be noted that
extended model could be regarded as a reliable decision
making tool because its outputs show that it outperforms
deterministic model regarding mean and standard
deviation measures.
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The other important point is that prominence of robust
stochastic model against deterministic model is its
capability of adjusting uncertainty level of uncertain
parameters. In other words, enhancement of uncertainty
level would result in opening more facilities owing to
enhancement of products flow in network. Notably,
increasing risk-aversion level of output decisions would
result in increasing demand of customer zones. In this
regard, number of opened facilities should be more
regarding higher uncertainty levels. Output results approve
two important points. Firstly, increasing uncertainty levels
has led to opening more facilities owing to risk-averse
performance of model. Also, opened plants are less
sensitive to disruptions owing to their low capacity
disruption or less transportation cost enhancement.
Alluded matters approve accurate performance of
suggested model regarding choice of opening facilities and
risk-averse performance of model via increasing
uncertainty level of uncertain parameters.
Based on these points, it could be concluded that the
proposed model works properly and could be applied in
real world cases. Notably, extended model has capability
to control risk-aversion of outcome results that makes it an
applicable decision making tool for company managers.
5. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, customer satisfaction and high service level is
a great competitive advantage for supply chains. In this
regard, company managers tend to integrate planning of
whole network echelons. However, there are some kinds
of uncertainties that could destroy long term plan of
networks and face companies with high level of risk and
losses. In this paper, we have proposed a general biobjective closed loop supply chain network that
concurrently controls uncertainty of parameters and
mitigates adverse effects of disruptions. To control
uncertainty of parameters and adjust risk-aversion level of
proposed model, a hybrid robust stochastic programming
method is extended. Also, reliability of model against
disruption occurrence is controlled via scenario-based
programming. The extended model is capable of
modelling partial and complete facilities’ capacity
disruptions unlike available researches in this field.

TABLE 3. Comparison of robust and deterministic models
Uncertainty
level

0.4

Objective function values under
nominal data

Computational time
(seconds)

Mean of objective functions
under realizations

Standard deviation of
objective functions under
realizations

deterministic

Robust

deterministic

robust

deterministic

Robust

Deterministic

Robust

26432786

28759462

2.1

0.8

26435879

26127665

36755

19593

0.75

36253699

1.4

27568255

26457291

27891

21536

1

40538714

1.9

27983654

26176389

32594

9235

209
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It is worth mentioning that our results show accurate
performance of the model and its applicability in real
world problems. Notably, application of such robust
stochastic programming models could be suggested to
company decision makers as an important and reliable
decision making tool that helps them to make trustworthy
decisions. Also, the results approve better performance of
extended model in comparison to deterministic model that
could be regarded as an important competitive advantage.
As future research guideline, it could be noted that
other objectives such as quality maximization and
environmental concerns could be modelled. Also,
regarding global trade parameters in such models could
near output results to real world problems and increases
reliability of output decisions. Finally, it should be
mentioned that the structure of extended model is general
and it could be applied to agricultural supply chains such
as mushroom production and recycling.
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مدیران سازمانها باید در مورد آنها در برنامهریزی بلند مدت نگران باشند .گرچه ،وجود عدم قطعیتها به عنوان یکی از اجزای
جداناپذیر زنجیرههای تامین میتواند به صورت معکوس ،بهترین برنامههای تنظیم شده توسط خبرههای حوزه را تحت تاثیر
قرار دهد .بر طبق آنچه گفته شد ،عدم قطعیت پارامترها و عدم قطعیت ایجاد شده توسط اختالالت باید در فرایند برنامهریزی
شبکهها مدنظر قرار گیرد تا از نتایج منفی غیرقابل پیشبینی مربوط به عدم قطعیتهای ذکر شده ،برای تمامی سطوح زنجیره-
های تامین جلوگیری گردد .بر اساس موارد ذکر شده ،هدف این مقاله ،طراحی یک مدل شبکه زنجیره تامین حلقهبسته پایای
چند سطحی میباشد که مسئولیت اجتماعی را در کنار کمینه سازی هزینههای ثابت احداث و متغیر عملیاتی طراحی شبکه،
بیشینه مینماید .برای مواجهه با عدم قطعیت پارامترها ،برنامه ریزی احتمالی به کار گرفته شده است و از یک رویکرد کارای
مدلسازی پایا استفاده شده است تا بتوان به طور مناسب اثرات نامطلوب اختالالت را کنترل نمود .الزم به ذکر است که از یک
رویکرد کارای برنامهریزی استوار استفاده شده است تا بتوان قابلیت کنترل سطح ریسک گریزی تصمیمات زمانی که پارامترها
به صورت غیرقطعی مدلسازی میشوند را به تصمیم گیرندگان داد .در نهایت ،مدل توسعه داده شده حل شده و خروجیهای
آن بر اساس مسائل نمونه تولید شده آنالیز شدهاند که عملکرد صحیح و قابلیت به کارگیری مدل توسعه داده شده در مسائل
واقعی را نشان میدهد.
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